Ford maverick manual transmission

Ford has finally launched the new Bronco and the updated F , leaving a dearth of fodder for the
Ford leaks-and-gossip pipeline. The unibody vehicle will feature a tailgate and potentially
launch next year. It will have two engine options: a horsepower 2. The base engine would
feature the manual transmission option. Adding a manual transmission option to a new car
seldom makes sense in this day and age, but this is an instance where it might. Even in this day
and age, manual transmissions are cheaper and simpler than automatics. Another interesting
note from the poster is about the size of the bed. The truck is supposed to be two feet shorter
than the Ranger, yet still have a four-door cabin. That trade-off could yield a not-very-useful bed
â€” something more in in Subaru Baja territory than conventional small pickup. However, the
Maverick will likely be more about offering budget buyers a cool appearance, rather than
providing a vehicle that can do serious truck things. If so, that may not be so much of an issue.
Buyers needing a bigger bed would probably level up to the Ranger, anyway. Learn More: Here.
Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Fitness Apps of Learn More: Here This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. If you enjoy driving a stickshift car,
then your ideal swap would not involve a 3-speed. There are several options available for more
gears: Ford Toploader 4-speed This transmission is one of the strongest transmissions
available. Used in many configurations, the ideal would be a small-block transmission from a
Mustang or Cougar. Depending on the shifter used, the Maverick transmission tunnel may
require enlargement. Be sure to obtain one with a Ford transmission pattern. This tranny is
weaker than the Toploader, but still more than adequate for street use. The smaller size fits the
Maverick tunnel better than the Toploader. The clutch is activated by cable, and the shifter is
internal rail. Conversion kits are available to convert the clutch to mechanical linkage. I have
completed this transmission swap. I modified the Cobra bellhousing to accept my older style
pivot so I could retain the mechanical linkage. If you do not already have a mechanical linkage,
you might consider converting to cable. This means that if you have a 3-speed car this
transmission is a direct bolt-in to your bellhousing custom driveshaft and crossmember
required. They are hard to find and rather expensive. The TKO is a high performance version of
the , externally they are identical. Obviously, you'll need a clutch pedal assembly from a donor
Maverick or Comet. However, this is far easier than you might think. NOTE: You do not have to
remove the entire bracket assembly. You can simply unclip the pedals and slide them out.
Unbolt the spring bracket colored green above and bolt it onto your existing pedal bracket.
Don't forget the spring. Every automatic car I've seen has the threaded bosses for the spring
bracket, but it would still be prudent to check your car before going to the junkyard. Important:
The pedal assemblies are different on power-brake equipped cars. They are rare and I do not
know the exact differences. So be careful at the pick and pull. The linkage is the most difficult
part of the swap because of its rarity. V8 cars had a different equalizer "Z" bar V8 cars had a
2-piece design, while I6 cars had one , as well as other assorted hardware see above diagrams.
Because the only manual option was a 3-speed, it was rarely ordered with the V8, and very few Z
bars exist. The above diagrams are fairly self-explanatory. You need everything to make the
linkage work correctly. With a little work, you can make Mustang hardware work on your
Maverick. I modified a Mustang Z bar by shortening it and moving the arms to make it work on
my Maverick. See the picture below. On the right is the stock Mustang bar, and on the left is the
bar after modification. With my T5 transmission, I was able to use a stock Mustang driveshaft.
Be sure to check your lengths because this driveshaft will not work for everyone I have a 9"
rear. The yoke is different from Toploader to T5 The reason for this is that the toploader's
tailshaft has a bushing that the yoke rides in. A shorter C4 yoke will fit the splines on the
toploader or T5, but is not long enough to reach the bushing inside, resulting in vibration. They
are not too difficult to make. The T5 uses the same cable but you must buy a T5 specific
speedometer gear. The toploader and C4 gears will interchange. I swapped a Mustang
Toploader into my Maverick originally equipped with a C4. Because I used an aftermarket
shifter, I did have to enlarge my transmission tunnel. Recently I removed the Toploader in favor
of a Cobra T5. If you have any questions about these swaps, feel free to contact me at Charlie
maverickgrabber. The upcoming Ford Maverick small pickup truck is steadily building its own
wave of hype just as the tsunami of Bronco news is beginning to slowly recede. Details that can
so far be pieced together about the Ford Maverick pickup truck include that it will launch next
year , and that it will be built alongside the Bronco Sport in Mexico. And now, according to a
post from somebody alleging to be an insider on the Maverick Chat forum, we may have a
clearer picture still. According to the thread, Ford is preparing for an estimated sales volume of
around , units within its first model year, which will either as a or vehicle. When it launches, the
Ford Maverick will come in one body style, a four-door, and will have a lot of mechanical

similarities with the Ford Transit Connect van. However, unlike the utilitarian Transit Connect,
the Ford Maverick will have features that could attract the active lifestyle crowd. Perhaps like
the Bronco Sport. Proportionally, the Ford Maverick could be a full 2 feet shorter in length than
the mid-size Ranger, pointing to a stocky truck bed. Such vehicles are sold all over around the
world, and a recent example is the Fiat Strada, which is expected to be the Ram An older
example is the Ford Courier , pictured far up top and below. It would be FWD-based, as well.
Under the hood, the Maverick is said to have a 2. Soon after, a 1. Automotive Media Jedi Knight.
Not yet the rank of Master. Email address:. Latest Popular Hot Trending. Search Search for:
Search. Like this: Like Loading Don't read about boring cars! The Blue Oval manufacturer is
expanding its pickup truck lineup. The all-new Ford Maverick is one of the models for the future.
The Maverick model will go on sale in the United States and it is a compact pickup. While the
compact segment of pickups almost does not exist in America, South America is familiar with
smaller trucks. First photos are available and they indicate a nice-looking pickup with a modern
design. The sales will begin later in and Maverick will be an affordable pickup or some sort of
alternative for the more expensive Ranger model. The Ford Maverick has been spied. Testing of
the prototype along with the Ford Ranger pickup was completed. We talk about its height, but
Maverick provides obviously less ground clearance than the Ranger model. Without the engine
attached to the rear axle, things are pretty clear here. The Maverick pickup can be used on
roads exclusively. The Maverick model operates on a unibody construction. Its C2 architecture
also underpins models such as Bronco Sport and Escape. New Ford Maverick will hit the
dealerships with a familiar 2. In addition, this unit powers the Transit Connect model, generating
hp and lb-ft of torque. The second engine option is probably a 1. This engine has horsepower
and a torque of lb-ft. According to some news, Maverick pickup should offer great fuel
efficiency, up to 30 mpg combined. This engine could, however, only be available in some
high-performance version. Of course, we do know more about the Ford Maverick interior than
the other parts. The HVAC controls, audio buttons, and touchscreen options are almost the
same as they are on the other side. The cabin style, including interior layout, is however
different. The dashboard is rather straight, mixing gray and white materials. Maverick provides a
rotary transmission selector, but manual transmission is still a possibility. The first details are
more than promising, but remember, Maverick is far from a luxury pickup truck. The brand-new
Ford Maverick is about to enter the compact pickup truck segment. This segment is becoming
more and more popular in the United States. This model will hit the dealerships in the last
quarter of The upcoming Ford Mustang GT will be the next-gen model. This aggressive muscle
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enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Let's hope there is a manual transmission
available. Thread starter Shifter Start date Jan 12, Shifter New member. Three of my four
F-series Ford trucks were manuals, most recently and F Supercabs we were raising 4 kids. My
would have been a manual, if I could get one. At least it's a 5. Current Ranger doesn't interest
me. I think a lot of people still want basic work trucks with a small jump seat, that are fun to
drive. If they are making these trucks in Mexico and for export too, I'm certain they are making
manuals. Bring manual transmissions back to Canada and the US. I have two very different
interpretations on this and what could happen One is that they would never do a manual
because basically the only people that even care about them is me and you and two other
weirdos on the internet by this point. This is the more likely scenario to me especially when you
look at the Escape and Bronco Sport without them. I really dont see a manual happening as
much as I would love to it. Would reduce the cost a lot for a superior transmission thats for
sure. Automatics are stupid costly to put on new cars when optioned one of many reasons i
hate them so i could see it being made possibly just to hit that fabled price point and nothing
more. I would be absolutely fine with this option even if it meant i was forced into a base front
wheel drive 1. The manual itself would trump a bigger engine and AWD for me personally. Id
prefer a base trim anyway. Realistically my absolute preferred setup would be a 2. I could
MAYBE see the awd and bigger engine optioned in the base trim if they follow the Broncos
option-ability where its very open in terms of how to build the models out. If manuals dont exist,
that would be my preferred way of building it out. I agree with the above. The thing I keep
thinking is that they have to also be expecting this to go overseas. Maybe Asia as well. If the
commercial market steps up on these, or even is ahead of the game to place large orders that
may drive the manual argument too. If we do get to have that option it will be the base stripped

down model. Maybe like the new Bronco crowd Ya know, I had completely put a manual
transmission Maverick out of my mind until this thread. Though I'll agree that it is very unlikely.
I am also one of those few weirdos who still likes a manual. Or at least I did. Every vehicle I've
owned has been a manual except my current 5g Ranger. But I've started to get to the point
where I'm reprioritizing things. As much fun as a manual is, I've found myself gravitating more
towards hybrids for the massive jump in fuel economy. And, though I'm no powerplant
engineer, I can't imagine a hybrid manual. But on to the point at hand. I'll agree that given the
rumors and speculation that I've seen as of this writing, it'll more than likely have the same
powertrain as the Escape and Bronco Sport i. I'm only one guy but I will not buy a truck with out
a manual. When my last Ford, a Ford Ranger 4. I purchased a Tacoma because they had a truck
with a stick. The Tacoma is a good truck but its wasn't my first choice. The Maverick would be
perfect for me but no stick no sale. Art Vandelay Member. I'm a manual transmission guy too,
but I believe the odds
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are very low that the Maverick will have that option. The ONLY thing that gives me some hope
is that it's based on the same platform as the new Bronco Sport which will be offered in a
manual so maybe because they already have the platform ready with parts for a manual it could
happen. Even with that fact though I still believe the chances are very low. If it were to happen
then I believe Ghost's Option 2 above would be the likely scenario. Art Vandelay said:. The
Bronco Sport is not offered in a manual. The full-size Bronco is. The Bronco Sport has the
8-speed rotary dial transmission. The full-size Bronco having a manual option opens the door
for the next gen Ranger to possibly have a manual option when it's revamped in , since they'll
be based on the same T6. But even that is a slim possibility in my eyes. Charcoal Member. I
drive an 07 f with a 5 speed and refuse to let it go unless I get something else with a stick.
Xtreme Thunder Member. You must log in or register to reply here.

